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Patent Owner’s Updated List of Exhibits: 

Exhibit 

Number 
Document 

2001 

BBC News Article, “Tinder accounts spammed by bots 
masquerading as singles”, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/26850761, last accessed Nov. 
29, 2016. 

2002 
Technology Review Article, “Fake Persuaders”, 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/535901/fake-
persuaders/, last accessed Nov. 29, 2016. 

2003 
Certified copy of the file wrapper and contents of the 
application (14/678,815) leading to U.S. Patent No. 
9,300,792. 

2004 Decision denying institution for IPR2016-00451. 

2005 Decision denying institution for IPR2016-00450. 

2006 
“Security Engineering” by Ross Anderson, Second 
Edition, 2008. 

2007 Bruce Schneier, Crypto-gram, October 15, 2000. 

2008 Declaration or Dr. Seth Nielson 

2009 C.V. of Dr. Seth Nielson 

2010 List of Materials Considered by Dr. Seth Nielson 
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EMPHASIS IN QUOTATIONS 

Unless otherwise indicated, any and all emphasis (italics, underlining, 

bolding) appearing in all quotations herein has been added.  For readability 

(reducing parenthetical notices), this is not always indicated. 

 

“Teach” means “teach or suggest.” 

Patent Owner’s usage of “teach” herein means “teach or suggest,” which is 

generally abbreviated to just “teach” for readability.
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